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Summary
The present report describes the continuing efforts by the Afghan Transitional
Administration to implement the Bonn Agreement since the last report, of 18 March
2003 (A/57/762-S/2003/333). The deteriorating security situation is identified as the
main challenge facing the Afghan peace process and the international community is
called upon to continue its strong engagement in Afghanistan.
The report draws attention to recent measures taken by the Afghan Transitional
Administration to expand its authority throughout the country. The most significant
measure was the decision taken on 20 May by the National Security Council to ban
private military personnel and to enforce the collection of provincial revenues. The
Administration has also made progress in civil service reform through the
establishment of the Independent Reforms Commission of Administrative and Civil
Services.
The constitutional process has progressed with, in particular, the establishment
of the Constitutional Commission, which conducted public consultations throughout
the country in June and July. A draft constitution will be made public in September
2003, and will be discussed at the Constitutional Loya Jirga scheduled for October
2003. Preparations for national elections have continued. The recent decision by the
Afghan Transitional Administration to establish an Interim Afghan Election
Commission is welcome as it allows for larger Afghan involvement in the electoral
process.
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The furthering of the political process, together with reconstruction
programmes, the improvement in the human rights situation, counter-narcotics
programmes, and other aspects of the Bonn process, all depend to a great extent on
the security situation. It is noted that security conditions have deteriorated in many
parts of the country. Despite progress made in rebuilding the national army and
police, much more needs to be done to reform the security sector, and there remains a
pressing need for international security assistance beyond Kabul.
The report further describes the human rights situation in the country. In view
of continuing threats against journalists, the importance of reforming the press law is
emphasized. The report also illustrates efforts by the Afghan Transitional
Administration and the United Nations to address women’s rights. With regard to
relief, recovery and reconstruction, the report highlights the status of refugee returns,
health care and the reconstruction of transportation infrastructure.
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I. Introduction
1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to Security Council resolutions 1401
(2002) of 28 March 2002 and 1471 (2003) of 28 March 2003, and General Assembly
resolutions 57/113 A and B of 6 December 2002. It covers the period since the
previous report, dated 18 March 2003 (A/57/762-S/2003/333). During this period,
the Security Council also received regular briefings on the situation in Afghanistan
(see S/PV.4750 and S/PV.4774).

II. Implementation of the Bonn Agreement
A.

Expansion of government authority
2.
During the period under review, the Afghan Transitional Administration
initiated a number of measures aimed at expanding its authority throughout the
country and continuing its reform of the civil administration. Extending the writ of
the central government was hindered by the presence of ineffective, insubordinate,
and at times corrupt officials in government posts at the national, provincial and
district levels. The Ministry of the Interior reassigned or dismissed a number of
those individuals, appointing qualified professionals to replace them. Although a
few incumbents actively resisted the new appointments, the will of the Government
is slowly prevailing. Nonetheless, much remains to be done before newly appointed
officials are able to freely undertake their functions on behalf of the central
Government, let alone before all government officials accept its authority.
3.
In an effort to exert greater authority over the provinces, President Hamid
Karzai summoned 10 of the country’s provincial governors and two regional
commanders to Kabul on 20 May 2003, demanding their compliance with a 13-point
decision of the National Security Council and threatening resignation if they did not
comply. The decision banned in particular the recruitment of private military
personnel and unauthorized military action, reaffirmed the requirement that no
individual hold both a military and a civilian post, and dissolved extra-governmental
bodies and titles, along with any accompanying administrative and executive
powers. The National Security Council decision was intended to send a strong
message to the effect that the centre, not the periphery, sets national policy and that
insubordination would not be tolerated. However, nearly two months after the
signature of the decision, the extent of compliance and the Government’s capacity to
enforce the decision remain to be seen.
4.
One area affected by the National Security Council decision where the central
Government has had some effect is in the remittance of provincial revenues from
customs and taxes to the national treasury. Immediately following the decision, the
Finance Minister led delegations to the cities of Herat, Kandahar and Mazar-iSharif, and sent representatives to Jalalabad to review provincial finances and
accounting practices. By mid-July, the Ministry of Finance had secured the transfer
of around $56 million in customs revenues, although this amount is only a fraction
of the total estimated funds owed to the central Government. Nonetheless, collection
of this revenue enables the Transitional Administration to pay overdue government
salaries, including to the police and military, reducing corruption, extortion, and
other alternative economic activities. To better monitor future provincial revenue
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collection and to ensure remittance to the Government, new customs directors are
being appointed to customs houses and border gates. Collection of provincial
revenues should enable the Government to address financial shortfalls, provide
critically needed finances for central institutions, and gradually increase the selfsufficiency of the central Government (see A/57/762-S/2003/333, para. 2). For this
to happen, however, the Government will need to take further steps to enforce the
regularization of payment.
5.
The payment of salaries directly affects government efforts to reform the civil
service. The central Government is expected to issue a decree shortly on the
restructuring of government ministries and guidelines for merit-based advancement.
The measure marks an interim step towards the longer-term objective of appointing
qualified civil servants and streamlining the ministries — although without timely
payment of salaries, merit-based advancement will be meaningless. The
establishment in June 2003 of a salary payment task force by the Ministry of
Finance should assist in this regard. In addition to helping combat corruption, the
work of the task force should improve the retention rate of civil servants and help
instil loyalty to the central Government. Merit-based appointment and promotion of
government officials should also be facilitated by the Independent Reforms
Commission of Administrative and Civil Services, established by presidential decree
on 11 June 2003. The Commission will have the power to remove corrupt senior
Government officials, as well as those who do not meet minimum educational and
other qualifications.
6.
Financially, the Transitional Administration remains dependent upon the
international donor community to meet the reconstruction goals laid out in the
national development budget. For the current fiscal year, which began in March, the
Government requested $2.2 billion (see A/57/762-S/2003/333, para. 4). During the
High-Level Strategic Forum held in Brussels on 17 March, donors remarked that
$2.2 billion for a development budget was high. However, the estimates made
jointly by the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) in 2002 reflected reconstruction needs of
between $13 billion and $19 billion. In Brussels, donors pledged approximately
$2 billion, leaving a shortfall of $200 million, part of which is being addressed
through the collection of domestic revenues. The Transitional Administration has
urged donor Governments to meet the level of pledges made in Brussels by
increasing the level of their contributions to the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust
Fund, the primary channel for donor funding to the national development budget.
For the current fiscal year, the Government sought $600 million for the Trust Fund.
To date, donors have disbursed $182 million. Around $221 million in additional
contributions is expected, providing the Government with a total expected income of
only $403 million from the Trust Fund.
7.
At this stage in Afghanistan’s reconstruction, it is critical that development
activities measurably improve peoples’ lives and reinforce the legitimacy of the
central Government. The commissions and national election mandated by the Bonn
Agreement, as well as mine clearance, security sector reform, and disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration, are extrabudgetary items that must be fully
supported if the political process is to move ahead. In particular, financial assistance
for training the police and the Afghan National Army — although outside areas
traditionally funded by donors — are critical to the establishment of long-term
security and to the creation of a solid foundation for today’s investments. In this
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regard, I urge Member States to honour their funding commitments and to provide
additional assistance to Afghanistan in the years ahead.
8.
The nationwide economic programmes that I described in my last report (see
A/57/762-S/2003/333, para. 9) have begun and are making progress. The initiation
by the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development of the National AreaBased Development Programme and the National Solidarity Programme should
enable the central Government to meet some provincial reconstruction needs and to
increase its visibility beyond Kabul. Launched in June 2003, the National AreaBased Development Programme is in the process of identifying district-level
development priorities through a planning process managed by provincial
departments of the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development. Under the
leadership of provincial governors, four-day planning workshops were held in 21
provinces. Participants set priorities for assistance needs in each provincial district.
The Programme has allocated each province $500,000, which will be used to fund at
least one priority project in each district in 2003. The labour-intensive projects will
focus on health, education, irrigation, roads, community development, and returns of
internally displaced persons. Priority will be given to areas of food scarcity and
poppy eradication, as well as areas to which refugees are returning.
9.
The National Solidarity Programme began in the following five provinces with
UN-Habitat as the implementing partner: Herat, Farah, Kandahar, Bamian and
Parwan. In preparation for an expansion of services, the Ministry of Rural
Rehabilitation and Development signed an agreement on 26 June with 16
non-governmental organizations which will implement the programme in 27
provinces. The Programme is promoting good governance by empowering
democratic, transparent community decision-making, resource allocation, and
project management. In the short term, these projects have limited resources; but in
the long term, they should help build confidence in the Government and enhance
participatory decision-making at all levels.
10. Since my last report, the pilot phase of the census project mandated by the
Bonn Agreement has been completed and the first phase of the full census —
updating maps and making preliminary population counts — has been completed in
Parwan, Kapisa and Logar provinces under the leadership of the Afghanistan Central
Statistics Office with support from the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
(see A/57/762-S/2003/333, para. 5). Once the first phase is completed early in 2004,
the second phase will commence. Phase two, the national population census, will
provide important demographic and socio-economic data necessary for national
planning and development. As the time for preparing the elections is short, census
data will not be available prior to the registration exercise.

B.

Constitutional reform
11. The Constitutional Commission was inaugurated on 26 April 2003. The 35member Commission includes seven women and represents the regional, ethnic,
professional and religious diversity of the Afghan people. The Constitutional
Drafting Commission presented a preliminary draft of the constitution, completed on
24 April, to the Constitutional Commission. With technical support from the United
Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and UNDP, the Commission
has established a secretariat, based in Kabul, and eight regional offices throughout
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Afghanistan, as well as a site in Pakistan and another in the Islamic Republic of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, to facilitate public awareness and nationwide consultations
to ascertain the views and recommendations of as many Afghans as possible. Public
consultations began in all 32 provinces on 6 June, and were preceded by nearly a
month of public awareness activities. Midway through the consultation process,
UNAMA observed several preliminary trends, including strong support for a
constitution adhering to Islamic principles, overwhelming support for a government
with sufficient power and resources to enforce the rule of law and uphold human
rights, and consensus on the principle that free, mandatory education should be
provided up to at least the sixth grade for both boys and girls. Regional differences
have been noted, particularly with respect to the structure of the State. In the north,
federalism is favoured by some, specifically the Uzbeks, while elsewhere in the
country there is support for a strong central government. In the south-east and south,
there is a strong support for the reinstatement of a constitutional monarchy. The
Commission is expected to provide a final, authoritative analysis of the
consultations upon their conclusion on 31 July 2003.
12. Security conditions across Afghanistan have been a constant consideration in
the design of public consultations and in planning for the Constitutional Loya Jirga.
UNAMA and the Constitutional Commission have agreed on the presence of United
Nations observers, including the electoral staff of UNAMA, at the consultations to
enhance the sense of security among participants and to increase the transparency
and legitimacy of the process. Additionally, some 50 officers from the Ministry of
the Interior have been assigned to accompany the Commission teams. The
consultation process has been reviewed and improved to encourage constructive
public discussion prior to the circulation of the draft constitution in September 2003,
as well as to minimize attempts to unfairly influence the outcome of discussions.
There have been some examples of people feeling constrained to speak along lines
set down by local authorities, but, thus far, no incidents of overt intimidation or
politically motivated violence have been reported in connection with the
consultations. Owing to security concerns, the consultation meetings have been held
only in the 32 provincial capitals.
13. It is expected that President Karzai will soon issue a decree convening the
Constitutional Loya Jirga, which is to begin in October under the supervision of the
secretariat of the Constitutional Commission. The decree sets out the rules of
procedure, including criteria for the composition, election, and selection of
delegates, as well as provision of security to delegates.
Election process
14. Conducting the national elections mandated by the Bonn Agreement will be
the largest political undertaking ever in Afghanistan — preparations are being made
to reach up to 10 million voters. The date of June 2004 established by the Bonn
Agreement allows very little time and the process is complicated by the specific
cultural, geographic, political and security environment in which the election must
be conducted; at present, too many areas are inaccessible for lack of security. During
the winter months, much of the country will be inaccessible. Nomads and returning
refugees must also be included in the registration. In addition, a decision must be
made about the large numbers of refugees still in Pakistan and the Islamic Republic
of Iran. By late summer, it is expected that extensive public education will begin,
informing Afghans of the importance of the elections, the criteria for eligibility to
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vote, and their rights in the registration process. In order to ensure that women have
access to political participation, particularly in rural areas, plans are being
considered for culturally appropriate modalities for their registration, including the
use of women registrars and separate registration facilities.
15. On 16 May 2003, a supplementary budget of $12,328,000 was approved for
the period ending 31 December 2003 for the establishment of an Electoral Unit
within UNAMA. The recruitment of consultants and core electoral staff is in
progress; the first regional electoral staff, responsible for collecting information for
the refinement of the voter registration plan, have been deployed. By mid-August
2003, the Electoral Unit is likely to comprise 39 international, 112 national and 32
United Nations Volunteer staff fully deployed in eight regions and ready to start
registration. A draft electoral project outlining costs to be supported by voluntary
contributions was finalized on 10 June 2003 for presentation to donors. The budget
for the planned registration exercise from August 2003 to April 2004 is estimated at
$122 million, taking into account the evolving security environment and the time
frame in which the election will occur.
16. Logistical planning and budgeting for the election was carried out under the
assumption that the United Nations would be responsible for electoral registration.
Following discussions with UNAMA, the Transitional Administration has however,
indicated that, by August, it will establish an Interim Afghan Electoral Commission.
The Interim Commission will sit on a joint electoral management body with United
Nations electoral counterparts, and assume greater responsibility for organizing and
conducting the election process through a large Afghan national registration staff.
This method will lessen reliance on the United Nations, increase the sustainability of
the electoral institution, and reduce the overall budget for the process.
17. In the next few weeks, President Karzai is expected to issue the new political
party law, another important condition for the election. The law reaffirms the right
of all Afghan citizens to unarmed assembly and to form political parties meeting
minimum membership requirements and respecting the principles of non-violence
and independence from military factions. The law delegates oversight of the party
registration process to the Ministry of Justice.
18. Ultimately, meeting the timetable for the election and providing adequate
security for a free and fair outcome means that responsibility for the electoral
process must be shared among the Government, the United Nations and the
international community. There is a small minority within Afghanistan who are
opposed to peace and to the present Government and who may seek to undermine
the electoral process. Therefore, security will be vitally important, both for the
safety of electoral personnel and for unhindered public participation. Blocked access
to even a few key districts, as is currently the case, would compromise the outcome
of the process as a whole.
Justice sector reform
19. The re-establishment of the rule of law in Afghanistan is essential to the peace
process. Without reform of the institutions of justice, the legal framework that
underpins the peaceful resolution of disputes will not take root; impunity for armed
lawbreakers will persist, citizens will be deprived of justice, and the confidence of
international investors will remain low. The reform of the justice sector has not been
without difficulties. In a country where the rule of the gun has been the dominant
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feature for well over two decades, the justice sector has suffered probably more
damage than any other part of the State structure, and its rehabilitation will be
unavoidably slow. To provide better overall guidance, the responsibilities of the
Judicial Reform Commission need to be refined and more prominent decisionmaking roles afforded to permanent justice institutions. The Constitutional Loya
Jirga to be held in October 2003 should establish suitable arrangements for the
structure of the judiciary and the office of the attorney-general.
20. Nonetheless, the Judicial Reform Commission has made some progress in the
areas of infrastructure rehabilitation and training. A survey of justice sector needs in
10 provinces (Baghlan, Bamian, Gardez, Herat, Jalalabad, Kabul, Kandahar,
Kunduz, Mazar-i-Sharif and Takhar), which will provide the basis for planning and
rehabilitation priorities, was completed on 1 June 2003. Three training programmes
for judges, prosecutors, lawyers and legal scholars are currently under way.
Participants are receiving instruction in comparative law, civil and penal codes, civil
and criminal procedure, national traditions, international standards, and human
rights. Revision of the law has been initiated in the fields of criminal law and
criminal procedure and the administration of judicial organizations. In Kabul,
reconstruction of the State judicial infrastructure has commenced with support from
Italy, the lead country for judicial reform, and the United States of America. In the
context of Afghanistan’s fragile transition to peace, reform of the justice sector is
inseparable from security, and thus from commensurate reform of the military,
police, corrections, and disarmament, demobilization and reintegration.

III. Security
A.

Overall security situation
21. The overall security situation throughout Afghanistan remains fragile and, in
many areas, exhibits signs of deterioration. During the reporting period, localized
tensions between rival factions in the north have taken a dramatic turn for the worse.
During June and July, the Junbish forces of General Abdul Rashid Dostum and the
Jamiat forces of Ustad Atta Mohammed repeatedly clashed in Balkh, Samangan and
Sari Pul Provinces, resulting in direct intervention by the two factional leaders. Of
greatest direct impact on United Nations agencies was the outbreak of fighting on 16
May in Mazar-i-Sharif city between the Wahdat-Mohaqiq and Jamiat factions. The
conflict resulted in the death of the person who acted as the local government’s focal
point for United Nations security and one of his police commanders, and led to the
suspension of United Nations activities in the city for four days. Implementation of
ceasefire agreements brokered by the Multi-Party Security Commission of the North
and UNAMA in Mazar-i-Sharif and in Maymana, Faryab Province, have greatly
benefited from the deployment of Kabul-based police officers. Nonetheless,
solutions to the factional tensions throughout the north are not apparent, though it is
somewhat encouraging that, during the conflict in Sari Pul Province late in June, the
leaders of Jamiat and Junbish personally intervened.
22. It is symptomatic of the difficulties faced by the central Government in its
relations with governors and local leaders that the Governor of Herat has repeatedly
indicated his opposition to any meaningful attempt by the central Government to
extend its authority and has been intolerant of any form of political opposition. On
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23 June 2003, two coalition soldiers from the United States were killed and four
wounded in the first clash with Afghan military forces loyal to Ismael Khan. The
attacks occurred against a backdrop of tensions between forces loyal to Ismael Khan
and Amanullah Khan. The attempted assassination early in June of Aziz Ludin,
nominally chosen by the central Government as Governor of Herat, was of particular
concern. It is of the utmost importance that the central Government hold those
responsible for the incident accountable; the failure to do so threatens all future
efforts to extend and consolidate its authority.
23. Along the southern and eastern borders of Afghanistan, terrorists said to be
aligned with the Taliban, al-Qa`idah and Sulbuddin Hekmatyar have stepped up their
activities. Coalition and Afghan National Army forces operating in the region have
repeatedly engaged with armed groups opposed to the Government over the past
several months. United States and Afghan military forces in Khost and Paktya
Provinces have come under rocket attack on several occasions. The International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) suffered the deadliest attack in its 18 months of
operations on 7 June 2003 when a suicide car bomber drove into a German ISAF
bus, killing four soldiers and one bystander, and injuring 29 others.
24. Attacks against the assistance community have intensified significantly over
the past three months, jeopardizing the safety of both international and national
staff. In March, an international staff member of the International Committee of the
Red Cross was assassinated in Uruzgan Province, the first killing of a foreign aid
worker in Afghanistan since 1998. The same month, armed individuals killed an
Italian visitor, in Zabul Province. Several vehicles belonging to the United Nations
and non-governmental organizations and their offices across the country have been
targeted by sniper fire and grenade attacks. During the reporting period, a deadly
series of attacks against national deminers required the United Nations Mine Action
Centre in Afghanistan to suspend all demining activities in 10 provinces: Gardez,
the southern part of Ghazni, Helmand, Kandahar (outside Kandahar city and
immediate surroundings), Khost, Nimroz, Paktika, Paktya, Uruzgan and Zabul. At
present, 60 districts out of 165 in the south and south-east are considered high- to
medium-risk areas. The majority of these are border areas. In response to the
security situation, the United Nations has had to place severe restrictions on travel
by road throughout much of the region. In Kandahar city and its immediate vicinity,
the United Nations has been able to continue operations without any major
restrictions. In large areas of the south, however, United Nations personnel must
operate with armed escorts provided by the Afghan authorities. The United Nations
is doing its utmost to continue operations in these regions; but security precautions
restrict the ability of the international community to deliver programmes and to
support the peace process. Indeed, the pattern of attacks seems to indicate an intent
to force the international community into retreat and thus to destabilize the
Government.

B.

Security sector reform and the impact of insecurity
25. As my Special Representative reported in his briefing to the Security Council
in May, lack of security remains the greatest challenge to the Bonn process.
Elections, successful reconstruction and development, and the establishment of the
rule of law will all depend on ensuring security in Afghanistan. Currently, the
dangerous environment casts a long shadow over the peace process; in the longer
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term, national institutions must meet the country’s security needs. In the interim,
there remains a pressing need for international security assistance beyond Kabul.
Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants
26. Building security institutions in Afghanistan is contingent upon an effective
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme to clear the way for a
new, national army and police. The programme, known as the Afghan New
Beginnings Programme, requires that combatants from different political factions
give up their weapons to the central Government under the authority of the Ministry
of Defence. A presidential decree governing the process is pending. In the current
climate, however, armed groups are not likely to entrust their safety to a government
institution that they view as representing factional rather than national interests.
27. For this reason, the initiation of the disarmament programme has been delayed
from 1 July 2003 pending the implementation of a series of reforms at the Ministry
of Defence. The confidence-building measures include the restructuring of the most
senior echelon of the Ministry and the appointment to important high-level positions
of people from differing political, regional and ethnic backgrounds; the selection of
professional senior officers for the Central Corps, the establishment and
implementation of a national military recruiting system that is open to all eligible
citizens of Afghanistan, and the development of a plan for the merit-based selection
of officers. These measures, intended to give the Ministry of Defence a more
national character, will further the implementation of the reforms promulgated in the
presidential decree signed on 1 December 2002. Successful implementation of these
measures is urgently needed if the disarmament programme that the Afghan
Transitional Administration, the Government of Japan and UNAMA are busily
preparing is to accomplish its goals.
28. The first phase of the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
programme consists of a pilot project to disarm 1,000 ex-combatants in each of six
designated locations, namely, Bamian, Gardez, Kabul, Kandahar, Kunduz and
Mazar-i-Sharif. Lessons learned from the pilot phase will be incorporated into the
main phase of the Afghan New Beginnings Programme, disarming the remaining
94,000 ex-combatants, which is to begin as soon as possible thereafter. The regional
offices of the Programme will support the disarmament process. Preparations are
already under way in Bamian, Gardez, Kandahar and Kunduz.
Afghan National Army
29. Under the lead of the United States, nine Afghan National Army battalions
have been established, totalling 6,500 personnel out of a projected strength of
70,000. The Central Corps has fielded six infantry battalions of the two infantry
brigades and one infantry battalion of the Quick Reaction Brigade, which will later
be air-mobile. The mechanized battalion of the Quick Reaction Brigade completed
its basic training early in June 2003. Although the brigades are not operational yet,
training is on track for the first infantry brigade to be ready by October 2003, in
time to provide security during the Constitutional Loya Jirga. Initial deployments of
units of the Afghan National Army have met with a positive response from Afghans
who have observed the new soldiers’ disciplined and professional demeanour.
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Police and corrections reform
30. On 6 April 2003, President Karzai issued a presidential decree mandating a
new structure for the Ministry of the Interior and the establishment of a national
police service consisting of 50,000 police officers and 12,000 border guards. The
new structure separates the provincial administration of the Ministry from the
police, establishes a clear chain of command for all police forces down to the district
level, and consolidates responsibility for all policing functions under the Ministry of
the Interior. The Ministry has devised an ambitious five-year framework for creating
the national police service. Later this month, the first non-commissioned officers
will graduate from the one-year training course run by the German Police Support
Project. To complement the German project, on 18 May the United States launched a
“training-of-trainers” programme in Kabul for 100 Afghan police trainers, who will
be deployed to the provinces to conduct two-month training courses. A two-week
transitional training course for 200 Kabul police officers began on 28 June. Since
last year, UNDP has been contributing towards police salaries through the Law and
Order Trust Fund, which is funded through both the Afghanistan Reconstruction
Trust Fund and donor sources. The Law and Order Trust Fund is seriously
underfinanced and donor contributions are urgently needed. Of the $120 million
requested, donors have pledged only $40 million. The amount actually paid into the
Fund is significantly lower. Without these funds, essential equipment cannot be
provided and salaries cannot be paid. These conditions impair the ability of the
police to carry out their responsibilities and increase incentives for corruption.
31. On 30 April 2003, the autonomous Human Rights Department of the Ministry
of the Interior was inaugurated. The structure of the Department will be replicated
within every provincial police department and, once implemented, is expected to
serve a “watchdog” function within the national police structure, following up on
reports of abuse by police. The Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission is
supporting the new department by temporarily lending staff and organizing human
rights workshops for police.
32. On 31 March, President Karzai issued a decree transferring responsibility for
corrections services from the Ministry of the Interior to the Ministry of Justice,
setting a deadline of three months. Although the transfer is under way, several issues
relating to the transfer of assets and funds have yet to be finalized. It is expected
that corrections reform should accelerate following the signing on 17 May of an
agreement between the Ministry of Justice and the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime for a two-year programme on reform of the penitentiary system in
Afghanistan.
Counter-narcotics activities
33. At its 4774th meeting, on 17 June 2003, the Security Council considered the
threat of illegal narcotics originating from Afghanistan and made a number of
proposals. The proposals related to the importance of improving security and
security sector reform, providing continued financial and technical assistance,
promoting mutual respect between Afghanistan and its neighbours, a comprehensive
international approach to illegal drugs, particularly cooperation among affected
countries, and coordinating all counter-narcotics activities in Afghanistan through
the lead country. The specific activities of the United Nations and Member States in
support of security and reconstruction, including disarmament, security sector
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reform, and the provincial reconstruction teams, as well as the encouragement of
good international relations, are covered elsewhere in the report.
34. During the reporting period, the Government took several steps in the fight
against illegal narcotics. In May 2003, President Karzai approved the national drug
control strategy formulated by the Counter-Narcotics Directorate, the Government’s
lead agency on this issue, with assistance from the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, the lead country in counter-narcotics activities, and the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. The Counter-Narcotics Directorate is liaising
closely with provincial administrations on the implementation of the Government’s
opium poppy eradication campaign. Crop eradication efforts reduced poppy
cultivation in Helmand, Kandahar, Nangarhar and Uruzgan provinces, which have
been among the major poppy-cultivating provinces. The Ministerial Conference on
Drug Routes from Central Asia to Europe, held in May 2003, provided new
momentum to promoting coordination among countries affected by drugs originating
from Afghanistan. In the final conclusions of the Presidency, all countries were
encouraged to adopt national strategies for supply and demand reduction and to set
up a single lead agency to coordinate national policy.
Provincial reconstruction teams
35. The United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan has worked closely
with the provincial reconstruction teams established outside of Kabul by the United
States-led coalition. The teams may make a positive contribution to improving
security by providing good offices, confidence-building, assisting in the extension of
government authority, and providing a platform for the training and deployment of
new national security institutions. The early deployment of elements of the Afghan
National Army to Bamian and Gardez has highlighted the positive role the
provincial reconstruction teams can play in familiarizing security forces with the
concept of civic action, and the way such an engagement can contribute to the
establishment of greater security. Work is also under way to identify “good
governance” packages, including the simultaneous appointment of new civilian
administrators where needed, military reform, police training, and support to the
judiciary. However, as currently configured, the teams do not meet the full security
needs of Afghanistan.
36. A number of countries have either committed themselves to or expressed
interest in deploying additional teams. In July, the United Kingdom set up a team in
Mazar-i-Sharif. The stated emphasis of the team on security sector reform should
contribute to the stabilization of the north. New Zealand has announced its intention
to take over the Bamian team from the United States. Germany also recently
conducted a reconnaissance to review the feasibility of deploying a team in Herat.
As a result of the different potential deployments, the United States may establish
teams in Jalalabad and Kandahar.

C.

NATO leadership of the International Security Assistance Force
37. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) stated on 16 April 2003 that it
would assume control of ISAF following the completion of the current command by
Germany and the Netherlands in August 2003. The NATO decision came in response
to the request of several States participating in ISAF. NATO command of ISAF
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should provide more stability to the Force, in particular eliminating the need to find
a new lead country every six months. NATO has held a number of constructive
meetings with the United Nations in preparation for assuming the lead on 11 August
2003. ISAF will continue to operate in accordance with the mandate provided by
Security Council resolutions 1386 (2001), 1413 (2002) and 1444 (2002). In view of
the security challenges facing the Bonn process, I believe that extending
international security assistance beyond Kabul remains both necessary and the best
way to fill the security gap in the regions. Such an extension would not need to be
on a scale required for countrywide peace enforcement, but rather a strategic
deployment in key cities at a level sufficient to help smooth the way for the political
processes of Bonn, the extension of government authority, and more rapid
establishment of national security structures.

D.

International relations
38. In response to suspected cross-border infiltration of forces opposed to the
Transitional Administration, and in an effort to address generally heightened
tensions between Afghanistan and Pakistan, President Karzai met with President
Pervez Musharraf on 22 and 23 April 2003. On 17 June, Afghanistan, Pakistan and
the United States established a commission to determine the origin of cross-border
attacks and to find mutually agreeable solutions. Patrols have increased on both
sides of the border. Afghanistan and Pakistan should be encouraged to focus on
devising common solutions to their mutual problems. Early in July, statements by
the two countries further raised tensions and public concern. A demonstration at the
Pakistan Embassy in Kabul on 8 July led to serious damage to the embassy. There
can be no solution to such difficulties other than increasing efforts by both sides to
strengthen their friendship and mutual ties. Strengthening Afghanistan’s relations
with Pakistan, and indeed with all of its neighbours, will have a positive impact not
only on regional security but also on regional economic integration. In this regard,
the efforts by the signatory States of the Kabul Declaration on Good Neighbourly
Relations (see S/2002/1416, annex) should be recognized and further diplomatic and
economic initiatives encouraged.

E.

Human rights issues
Overall human rights situation
39. The human rights situation in Afghanistan remains a matter of serious concern.
Throughout the country, the absence of the rule of law facilitates the abuse of power,
most often by local commanders and factional forces, and creates an environment
where illegal taxation and extortion, forced displacement, kidnapping, rape,
arbitrary detention and other violations are routine. The situation of women remains
unsatisfactory. Without adequately resourced and professionally trained judicial and
law enforcement institutions, victims have no legal recourse and perpetrators act
with impunity. Protecting and promoting the rights of all Afghans is conditional
upon developing the capacity of national human rights institutions and, above all,
upon improving security throughout the country.
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40. Open debate among citizens is essential to the emergence of a pluralistic
government and will be of particular importance during the constitutional
consultation and the elections. One positive sign was the appointment by the
President, on World Press Freedom Day, of a commission to protect journalists.
Nonetheless, intimidation of journalists in Afghanistan, and threats against them
have continued during the reporting period, most notably in Herat, where the local
government appears intent on silencing any form of opposition, but also in Kabul
and Mazar-i-Sharif. On 17 June 2003, the Supreme Court ordered the weekly
Afghan newspaper Aftab to be closed and the editor and deputy editor arrested for
defamation of Islam. Reform of the Afghan Press Law will be necessary, particularly
in order to allow political debate during the run-up to the elections next year. State
control over radio and television will also need to be reformed to ensure that
independent political parties have access to broadcasting.
Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission
41. On 18 May 2003, the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission
completed its planned expansion in the interior of the country. Seven satellite offices
are now fully operational. These offices will enable it to monitor more closely the
human rights situation throughout the country as public consultation on the
constitution and initial preparations for next year’s elections are carried out. The
staff of the Commission have established good working relations with the staff of
UNAMA area offices. Joint monitoring and investigation of human rights violations,
as well as the organization of educational and other promotional activities, are being
conducted in all areas.
42. The Human Rights Advisory Group, established in the context of the
consultative process for the national development budget and chaired by the Afghan
Independent Human Rights Commission, has conducted monthly meetings,
providing a forum for representatives of the Transitional Administration, the donor
community, the United Nations and non-governmental organizations to discuss and
coordinate broader human rights issues. The Advisory Group members established
benchmarks for the mainstreaming of human rights across government ministries,
made recommendations on the creation of an internal accountability mechanism in
the police, addressed protection issues related to internally displaced persons and
refugees, and is currently providing a venue for participants to discuss the concern
that the constitutional consultations should be held in an environment free from
intimidation.

F.

Gender issues
43. Afghan women are keenly aware that their participation in the upcoming
political processes of the Constitutional Loya Jirga and national election is critical.
The Ministry of Women’s Affairs, the State Ministry, women’s non-governmental
organizations, and activists have convened a number of meetings to ensure women’s
input and participation. The Ministry of Women’s Affairs and the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) have held workshops and meetings on
women and legal reform. UNAMA convened a series of meetings on women’s roles
in the constitutional and legal reform process. UNAMA and UNIFEM also
collaborated with the Afghan Human Rights Law Group in a conference on women’s
rights, law and justice, which brought judges and activists from India, Indonesia,
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Malaysia and Pakistan together with Loya Jirga delegates, Afghan women lawyers,
judges, and members of the media and civil society.
44. The design of the selection/election process for the Constitutional Loya Jirga
took into account the need to ensure women’s participation. Women are well
represented in the make-up of the Commission and the secretariat. Both have met
with the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and women leaders, including delegates to the
Emergency Loya Jirga, to assess women’s needs and concerns in the process.
Women delegates to the Emergency Loya Jirga have also established a shura to
advance women’s concerns in the political and reconstruction processes. Women’s
organizations and networks have been actively involved in civic education on the
Loya Jirga process throughout Afghanistan.
45. The commitment of Afghanistan to women’s human rights and to their equal
participation in the upcoming political processes was bolstered by Afghanistan’s
ratification on 4 April 2003 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women.

IV. Relief, recovery and reconstruction
A.

Refugees and internally displaced persons
46. According to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), there has been a marked decrease in the number of refugee
returns this year. During the reporting period, however, there was a rapid rise in
numbers relative to the first quarter of the year, signalling the onset of the summer
repatriation season. By the end of June, the number of returnees had exceeded
250,000. So far this year, over 173,000 Afghans have received repatriation
assistance. The total number of returnees since repatriation began in 2002 surpassed
2 million early in June.
47. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) provided 30,000 internally
displaced persons with assistance in returning to their places of origin. However, the
lingering effects of drought and ongoing security threats prevented the 300,000
internally displaced persons still living in camps and settlements from returning.
The majority of these individuals are in Helmand and Kandahar.
48. On 16 June 2003, Afghanistan, the Islamic Republic of Iran and UNHCR
signed a joint agreement on the voluntary repatriation of Afghan refugees. The
agreement, a continuation of the repatriation agreement signed at Geneva in 2002,
allows for the gradual return of some 1 million Afghans from the Islamic Republic
of Iran over the next two years. This agreement and a similar one signed with
Pakistan provide Afghanistan and the main countries of asylum with a
comprehensive framework for the voluntary and gradual return of refugees during
the coming two or three years.

B.

Health and nutrition
49. On 20 May 2003, Afghanistan observed a Day of National Unity for Children
to highlight its achievements in children’s health and education over the past 18
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months. The event coincided with the launching by the Ministry of the Interior, with
support from the Ministry of Health and UNICEF, of the birth registration campaign
for Children Less Than One Year, and the National Immunization Days from 20 to
22 May. The immediate aim of the birth registration project was to register and
collect basic information about 230,000 children under one year old out of the 1
million children that the programme will eventually reach. The information will help
to ensure that children are immunized and enrolled in school at the right age, and
identify their rights to basic services and protect them from illegal adoption or
trafficking.
50. The National Immunization Days campaigns were highly successful. Measles
coverage was 94 per cent nationally, while the tetanus campaign for women of
childbearing age had coverage of 95 per cent. The tetanus campaign used more than
80 per cent female vaccinators, including illiterate women. Since the final round of
immunizations against poliomyelitis in December 2002 (see A/57/762-S/2003/333,
para. 54), no confirmed cases of polio have been reported in 2003.
51. Throughout Afghanistan, most rural communities remain cut off from even
minimal health-care services. The Ministry of Health has maintained a focus on
providing all rural communities with access to primary care by the end of 2003
through the Basic Package of Health Services programme, which is supported by the
World Bank, USAID, the European Community and UNICEF. Non-governmental
organizations have begun to submit to the Ministry of Health innovative proposals
for the delivery of basic health services on a large scale in remote provinces. To
address maternal mortality in Afghanistan, which is the highest in the world, the
Ministry of Health, with the support of UNICEF, the World Health Organization
(WHO) and UNFPA, is establishing a centre for the delivery of emergency obstetric
care in each province.

C.

Road reconstruction
52. The reconstruction of Afghanistan’s primary transportation infrastructure
should help to connect the provinces to the centre, facilitate domestic and
international trade, promote improved relations between the country and its
neighbours, and allow better community access to social services. To hasten the
realization of these economic, political and social benefits, the schedule for
reconstruction of the Kandahar to Kabul road, a key component of the country’s
network of roads, has been accelerated. It is now expected that, subject to security
conditions, phase I of the project (grading, filling of potholes and surface sealing)
will be completed by the end of 2003. In July 2003, the United States and Japan
began repairing six sectors of road totalling a distance of 439 kilometres. The
United States has increased its contribution to the project from $80 million to $180
million over the project’s duration. Japan has contributed $25 million and 64 pieces
of heavy machinery worth $6.3 million. Reconstruction of the Salang Pass, the main
road between the north and south of the country, began in May under the supervision
of the Ministry of Public Works.
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V. Mission support
A.

Administrative and operational support
53. To assist in the co-location of staff and bringing together of United Nations
constituent agencies, UNAMA leased and established the United Nations Operations
Centre in Afghanistan on an 18-hectare compound in the industrial zone of Kabul
(see A/57/762-S/2003/333, para. 57). UNAMA has since refurbished and
constructed buildings for administration, security and training staff, as well as a
medical clinic, warehouse and cafeteria. The relocation of the UNAMA
administration to the centre is completed by the deadline set by the Mission,
31 March 2003. UNAMA is also constructing a building for the Afghan New
Beginnings Programme, completion of which is planned for July 2003. Work is also
continuing to accommodate the needs of the UNAMA electoral operations at a
warehouse complex nearby.
54. UNAMA continues to convert international posts to national ones to minimize
the size of the international staff presence and build the capacity of national staff. To
further support the process of developing national staff, training courses in English,
report writing, and office communications and administrative skills are being
offered. Computer training for the national staff in the Mission is planned from July
2003 onwards.
55. A new Trust Fund for the promotion of social and economic development in
Afghanistan is being established. The fund will accept donations for projects not
covered by current funding options.

B.

Overall structure of the United Nations Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan
56. UNAMA is conducting a review of its management structure, part of its efforts
to enhance the integration of policy coordination between the various components of
the Mission and among the members of the United Nations country team. During the
first phase of adjustment, the separate functions of the political and recovery,
rehabilitation and reconstruction pillars in UNAMA field offices were joined under
a single head of office, resulting in more effective policy formation and coordination
at the field level. The consolidation of formerly separate field coordination units in
the respective mission pillars into a single Field Coordination Support Unit under
the Office of the Special Representative has improved the efficiency of the Mission
and communication between Kabul and the field, allowing a more timely response to
critical issues and ensuring that UNAMA operates in a unified manner.
57. The planned departure of the Deputy Special Representative, Nigel Fisher, has
spurred a second phase of structural review aimed at further integrating the
Mission’s relief, recovery and reconstruction, political, and other functions and
increasing its coordination with United Nations agencies.
58. In its resolution 1471 (2003), the Security Council approved the enlargement
of the UNAMA Military Advisory Unit from five to eight officers. At the time of the
revision, there were no plans for the direct involvement of the Unit in the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process. The situation has since
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changed and there is now a demand for more explicit involvement by UNAMA
military liaison officers in disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, security
sector reform, and local conflict resolution. I propose therefore that the Military
Advisory Unit be enlarged by a further four military liaison officers, bringing the
total strength of the unit to 12 officers, consisting of 1 military adviser and 11
military liaison officers. This would make possible the permanent deployment of
one officer to each of the eight regional field offices, and the involvement of the
Unit in monitoring disarmament, demobilization and reintegration at locations
across the country in order to build confidence. The enlarged complement of
advisers would be needed as disarmament, demobilization and reintegration reaches
a peak level of activity.

VI. Observations
59. In spite of considerable obstacles, the implementation of the Bonn Agreement
continues to be largely on track. The constitutional consultations are under way in
advance of the Constitutional Loya Jirga scheduled for October 2003 and
preparations have commenced for initiating voter registration for the national
election by October 2003. The expansion of government authority beyond Kabul is
making some gradual progress, though it remains insufficient. The Government has
fully understood the necessity for progress in the reform of key government
institutions, including law enforcement and the judiciary, both of which are essential
to re-establishing the rule of law. The reform of the civil administration and the
identification of interim measures to pay government salaries will help the
development of the Government’s capacities, improving its efficiency and
management.
60. The Transitional Administration is aware that in order to further extend its
authority it needs to send a strong signal to the effect that insubordination and
corruption within its ranks will not be tolerated and that its officials will be held
accountable for their actions. Already there are signs that the commitments of those
governors and commanders summoned to Kabul by the President will not
necessarily translate into tangible action. Persistent defiance by some key governors
and local leaders is troubling. I therefore urge Member States to support the
Transitional Administration in its efforts to consolidate its authority and I encourage
them to deal directly with the central Government.
61. As Afghanistan endeavours to revitalize its economy and achieve financial
self-sufficiency, the tasks of reconstruction and political reform that lie ahead for the
Transitional Administration will require the continuing engagement of the
international community for the foreseeable future. The donor community has
pledged its support to the Government. Member States now have a responsibility to
fulfil their financial and other commitments.
62. Without security, the accomplishments of the Government of Afghanistan and
the significant investments of the international community are at risk. In the coming
months, the country is entering a critical phase on its path towards national
reconciliation and political normalization. The legitimacy of the Constitutional Loya
Jirga and the national election will depend on their being held in an environment
free from political pressures and intimidation. The conducting of a national election
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is particularly sensitive to insecurity and susceptible to interference by those who
seek either to manipulate the outcome or to derail the process altogether.
63. The Bonn Agreement provides for the holding of free and fair general elections
in Afghanistan in the summer of 2004. Meeting that objective requires the
development of an effective electoral process that will allow eligible Afghans to
fully participate in the election. Among the many technical, logistical and legal
elements required in such a process are the adoption of an electoral law and the
creation of a network of polling stations that will allow the population genuine
access to the election itself. Early donor funding will be needed for the timely
preparation and deployment of electoral staff and equipment. While organizing the
electoral framework and making technical preparations are necessary, they are not
sufficient, however. Without the appropriate security environment, communities in
some areas of the country are bound to be disenfranchised. Without the appropriate
political environment, the process will not be free and could easily be diverted to
serve the interests of a narrow range of factional interests as opposed to the interests
of the country as a whole. The United Nations, donor countries and the Government
will have a role to play in providing for the financial, legal, political and security
context necessary to ensure that the elections are credible and serve as an
incontestable step forward in the establishment of peace in Afghanistan.
64. In Afghanistan, where the consequences of the civil war are still apparent and
where strong factional interests have attempted to entrench themselves in the wake
of the collapse of the Taliban, the creation of an environment where the standards of
freedom and fairness enunciated in Bonn prevail is a major challenge; this challenge
must be met before the next steps of the Bonn process can be taken, notably the
election of 2004. At present, such an environment does not really exist. Therefore,
clear and time-specific benchmarks that would enable the Government, other
Afghan institutions and the international community to meet the preconditions for
staging a credible election are being established, which are understood and accepted
by all. The benchmarks, comprising an overall plan for holding the 2004 elections,
would include, among other targets, reform of national security institutions;
initiation of the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme and, by
the summer of 2004, its completion in major population centres; the establishment
and development of the necessary legal and institutional frameworks for the
electoral process, including adoption of the new Afghan Constitution, reform of the
media (radio and television, and the law governing the press), and the training and
deployment of sufficient numbers of professional security forces to guarantee the
safety of electoral personnel and ensure the open political participation of Afghans.
My Special Representative is working with national and international partners on the
ground to refine these benchmarks and coordinate efforts to meet them.
65. Among the priorities, the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of
armed groups is consistently identified by Afghans as the single greatest
precondition for the establishment of durable peace. Successful disarmament in turn
is dependent upon the reform of the Ministry of Defence, the authority responsible
for the implementation of the programme. The Ministry of Defence’s credibility as
an institution dedicated to protecting the security interest of the population as a
whole, irrespective of regional and ethnic background and political affiliation, is a
prerequisite to securing broad acceptance of, and cooperation with, the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programme. Indeed, the continuing perception by
many Afghans that important national institutions are not representative of the broad
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spectrum of all the people of Afghanistan is a serious impediment not only to the
successful running of the planned disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration
process, but also to the broader goals of the Bonn process. The Ministry of Defence
is a natural starting point but, in due course, all government institutions must be
reformed to reflect the national character. Therefore, I urge the Government of
Afghanistan to take all necessary measures without further delay to continue reform
and I encourage Member States to support the efforts of the Government in this
regard.
66. For the vast majority of armed forces throughout the country, the opportunity
to trade their guns for skills training and reintegration into society is welcome.
There are however some individuals for whom military power has brought wealth;
transforming Afghanistan’s war economy to one which promotes peace will require
the identification of incentives — and sanctions — for those who profit from
violence and instability. In this regard, the cultivation, production and trafficking in
illegal narcotics is particularly worrisome, as it threatens not only peace in
Afghanistan but also has regional and global consequences. The dependence of
Afghan farmers on poppy cultivation complicates the search for a solution. As the
law-enforcement capacity of the Government gradually develops, it will be better
able to control criminal activities; but this will take time. Meanwhile, alternative
livelihoods will be needed in parallel as, in the absence of viable economic
alternatives and credible law enforcement, there are few incentives to stop
cultivation.
67. The presence of ISAF in Kabul has greatly contributed to security in the
capital, reducing crime and instilling a measure of confidence in its citizens. Would
the involvement of NATO offer an opportunity to discuss again the issue of ISAF
expansion outside of Kabul? Failing such an expansion, it remains necessary to
examine how similar effects can be achieved beyond Kabul with the resources
available. The interest of Member States in the provincial reconstruction teams is to
be applauded, though it must be emphasized that, in the current environment, the
teams are not the response to insecurity, they are only part of a longer-term solution.
Ultimately, security must be provided by Afghan security institutions, but training
sufficient numbers of professional security forces, including national police and
Afghan National Army, will require several years. In the interim, addressing the
threat of continuing instability will require international involvement. The
consequences of failing to provide for sufficient security for the Bonn process to
succeed may have implications far beyond Afghanistan.
68. In conclusion, I take this opportunity to thank my Special Representative,
Lakhdar Brahimi, and the staff of UNAMA, for their continuing dedicated efforts on
behalf of Afghanistan.
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